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TEMPLE times
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE MANKATO MASONIC BODIES WITH PERMISSION OF THE
MOST WORSHIPFUL GRAND LODGE OF MINNESOTA, AF & AM.

News From the East

[This space was reserved for Mankato Lodge #12. We hope to hear from them for our next issue]

OES Notes From the West,
The next few months will be busy months for Cereal Chapter. In addition to our regular scheduled meetings (2 nd Wednesdays), we will be hosting one of MN Grand Chapter’s Area Conferences on Saturday, September 18th. Members are encouraged to join us for a day of education and fellowship. (See Starlites for details)
We hope to soon celebrate 150 years of promoting fraternal love, relief and truth, 150 years of letting fidelity, constancy, loyalty, faith and charity shine in our lives. We have supported, and continue to support cancer research, student scholarships,
the Minnesota Masonic Home, and local projects. Also, we are supporting the Service Dog Project, with an emphasis on helping veterans. A celebration party is being planned, with September 19 marked as the big day.
Earlier this summer, the Grand Family helped us welcome a new member to our chapter. We would be delighted to welcome
a few more before the year is out. If you know of anyone who is eligible to (Masons and related females over 18), and interested in join Eastern Star , please let us know, so that we can get petitions out to them. Many hands make light work, and
there is work to do.
Stay Healthy, and Shine Where You Are,
Kathy Smith,
Associate Matron, Cereal Chapter #2

George Washington’s Rules For Freemasons in Life and Lodge
Rule 003: Show nothing to your friend that might affright him.
That is to say: Do not scare your brother Masons by surprising them with shocking sounds, images or videos.
Source: George Washington’s Rules for Freemasons in Life and Lodge By Mark A Tabbert
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Lodge Education
“A peculiar system of morality, veiled in allegory and illustrated with symbols.” This is an old definition of Freemasonry that is often repeated, but I'm afraid not always understood.
An initial misunderstanding comes from the use of the word “peculiar.” People today often interpret
the word “peculiar” as meaning “odd” or “strange.” While that is one dictionary definition of the
word, the first definition is distinguished in nature, character, or attributes from others; unlike others,
sui generis; special, remarkable; distinctive. Not only is the latter definition listed first, its use in that
way is by far the older usage than the former (1449 vs. 1608; source: Oxford English Dictionary, the
foremost authority on the English language.)
Having gotten that first misinterpretation out of the way, my primary goal is to concentrate on the idea of “veiled in allegory.” Just what does that really mean, and why is it important? I'll once again resort to the OED for a definition of allegory:
The use of symbols in a story, picture, etc., to convey a hidden or ulterior meaning, typically a moral or political one; symbolic representation. Also: the interpretation of this.
A “hidden or ulterior meaning.” Here’s where so many Masons drop the ball. They hear, and act on, the surface words used
in Masonic ritual, forgetting that the words are intended to point you to a deeper truth. The most obvious example of this
is from a major part of our ritual; one that really encompasses the fundamental goal of Freemasonry. I'm referring to what
we are “in search of.” Now I must tread carefully here, lest I put in writing something that should not be. We are told in our
ritual that something was lost. We are given a “substitute” to use until we're are able, in our life’s journey, to find “that
which was lost.”
Then we are told that if we further our Masonic experience in the concordant bodies of York Rite or Scottish Rite, we will
recover that which was lost. I've had conversations with brothers who believe that having made this recovery completes
their Masonic journey. They clearly have missed the idea of “allegory,” and are making the mistake of confusing the symbol
with that which is symbolized. A couple of things should, with some reflection, tell them that. First, the story of how the
loss occurred has a fundamental flaw, in that there are still characters in the ritual who are in possession of “that which was
lost,” so it's not truly lost.
Secondly, the two concordant bodies give a slightly different version of what is recovered. This doesn't mean that one is
correct and the other is wrong. Once you understand just what it is that the York and Scottish Rites are giving you is not the
end of the journey, but more allegory pointing you more specifically in the direction of finding what you are actually in
search of, the whole thing now makes sense in the context of “making good men better,” whereas a literal acceptance of
having reached the goal should be met with “that's it? All that for this? It makes no sense!”
Masonic allegory and symbolism has its greatest value if you arrive at an understanding of the meaning by thought and reflection, because then you have made it your own. I’d truly enjoy discussing your thoughts and questions on this the next
time we are together.
WB Mark Robbins
Lodge Education Officer
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In memoriam - Brother Russell K Amling

It is with great sadness we announce that WB Russell Amling laid down his working tools on July 1st, 2021. WB Russ was a 65
year member of our lodge. WB Russ left a lasting impact on our Lodge. He will be missed.
Brother Russell was raised as a Master Mason on October 17th, 1955.
https://obituaries.mankatofreepress.com/obituary/russell-amling-1082846754

Recent Fellowship and Upcoming Events
BLUE LODGE
Please check the calendar at mankatomasons.org for the latest updates. Please contact the Lodge Officers if you
have any questions.
Lodge Business meetings are held on the 2nd Tuesday at 7 pm. Dinner and fellowship prior at 6 pm.
Lodge Special Communications are held on the 4th Tuesday at 7 pm. Dinner and fellowship prior at 6 pm.
Lodge Officer/Building meetings are held the first Monday prior to the Lodge Business meeting each month at 6 pm.
Lodge is dark July and August.

OES TENTATIVE CALENDAR
Meetings to start at 7 PM, 2nd Wednesday of the month.
September 18th, Minnesota Grand Chapter’s Area Conference. Members are encouraged to join us for a day of education and fellowship. (See Starlites for details)
September 19th, 150th Years Celebration Party
Please contact the Officers if you have any questions.
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Recent Fellowship and Upcoming Events
WM Michael Krediet and SW Brock Peterson have been putting in a great deal of personal time and effort to oversee the Lodge building maintenance and repair projects.
On behalf of all of us who utilize the building, thank you.

Building foundation repairs have been completed. First floor joists have been added to provide additional building support. A new beam has been placed a foot in from the exterior wall with jack posts down to the footings.

Parking lot resurfacing work has begun. As of August 10th the first new layer of asphalt was in place.

Congratulations to our new Master Masons!
From the left; Taylor Zinkle, Austin Claude,
Luke Eichberger and Dan Goettlicher. Thank
you to Corinthian Lodge 67 for putting on a
fantastic third degree.

Brothers enjoying fellowship at
the Moondogs game on August
10th.

Mankato Lodge 12 is proud to
support the local Mankato/
North Mankato youth football
program.
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The LIGHTer Side

A Note from the Editor
Please send feedback to the contact
below. Thank you to everyone that
has sent me support and suggestions
as I work on this publication.
As always in all our actions make sure
we do all we can to uphold the values
of Masonry in every thought word and
deed.

Masonic Quote
“Experience is simply the name we
give our mistakes.”—Benjamin
Franklin.
Source: A Freemason Said That? By
Todd E. Creason

Contact Us
Mankato Lodge 12, 309 S. 2nd St., Mankato, MN 56001
Phone: 507-387-2665
Email: templetimes12@gmail.com
Website: mankatomasons.org
IF YOU WOULD PREFER TO RECEIVE THIS NEWSLETTER VIA EMAIL RATHER THAN IN PRINT PLEASE EMAIL YOUR
ADDRESS TO THE CONTACT ABOVE.

Mankato Lodge #12
309 South 2nd Street
Mankato, MN 56001
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